
Provide your medical history
A time commitment to complete our screening to uncover  the 
disability benefits you may qualify for.

Execute a Veteran Information Access Agreement 
A signed Veteran Information Access Agreement will enable us 
to conveniently collect important documents pertaining to your 
service and VA history. You may also secure your individual 
historical documents from VA.gov and provide them to us. 

Keep us informed and notify us of updates 
Share with us new information throughout your journey 
including deadlines, claim decisions, pay changes, appeal dates, 
etc. Additionally, the VA may communicate with you in writing 
for various reasons. It is important that you notify us so that we 
can ensure the VA has everything required to review your claim. 

Complete questionnaires and provide documents
This information will help us to understand your claims and 
provide additional details that may support our medical evidence, 
such as your current symptoms or a sleep study. It is important 
that you verify and sign documents, which will aid in identifying 
how your disability affects your daily life.

Sign a Service Agreement
Our formal contract outlines our services and fee structure.

Engage with and respond to your Battle Buddy
Your Battle Buddy will be your main point of contat throughout 
your journey with us and will keep our process on track. 

Upload or mail your claim 
Only YOU can file your claim! Once you have received our medical 
evidence, you will need to follow the e-file or mail-in instructions 
we provide to you.

Learn about and attend your C&P exam(s)
Provide us with the dates and attend all of your scheduled C&P 
exams.

Submit Rating Decision Letters
Rating Decision Letters list the evidence, decision and reason the 
VA used to decide on your claim. We will request them each time 
the VA decides on your claim so we can review them to ensure 
you are not short-changed!  

Establish payment preferences
When an increase is granted as a result of our services, you will 
work with the team to review the options available for paying your 
invoice.

No obligation evaluation
A free comprehensive, no obligation initial review of your medical 
conditions and service records to establish personalized 
supporting medical evidence you can use no matter how you 
choose to pursue your benefits.

Risk-free and no upfront cost services
Our services will not cost you anything unless an increase is 
granted in your disability compensation.

Comprehensive assesment of the VA disability 
benefits you may qualify for
Extensive evaluation of your medical evidence and the various 
symptoms you suffer from to help you understand the potential 
VA disabilities you may qualify for.

Easy and convenient access to your VA history
Collection of your historical claims, current VA disability rating, 
benefits summary, verification, and payment history which will 
help you understand the evidence the VA will be relying on and 
help to check for any discrepancies. 

VA-ready evidence development
Based on the information you provide us, we will generate 
medical evidence that supports your claim and connects your 
symptoms to your military service.

Service Agreement that clearly explains both 
parties' responsibilities
No hidden fees! Everything is clearly laid out in our agreement 
and we are always here if you have additional questions. 

A Battle Buddy to guide the way
This person will be your primary point of contact and navigator as 
we develop medical evidence supporting your benefits journey.

Education about your C&P exam
Know what to expect from a compensation and pension (C&P) 
exam so you feel more confident and comfortable in speaking 
about your health symptoms.  

Rating Decision Letters comprehensive review 
A thorough review of your Rating Decision Letters to ensure the 
VA properly factored in all the medical evidence and assigned the 
appropiate effective date and correct rating percentage. 

Our Commitments to You

Your Commitments to Us

Congratulations on taking the first step to pursue the VA disability benefits for which you 
medically, legally, and ethically qualify! We've helped tens of thousands of Veterans just like you. 

Here is what to expect from us, along with what we need from you to help navigate your journey.


